We show the short-time existence and nonlinear stability of vortex sheets for the nonisentropic compressible Euler equations in two spatial dimensions, based on the weakly linear stability result of Morando-Trebeschi (2008) [20] . The missing normal derivatives are compensated through the equations of the linearized vorticity and entropy when deriving higher-order energy estimates. The proof of the resolution for this nonlinear problem follows from certain a priori tame estimates on the effective linear problem in the usual Sobolev spaces and a suitable Nash-Moser iteration scheme.
where A > 0 is given and γ > 1 is the adiabatic exponent of the gas. According to Lax [12] , a weak solution (p, u, s) of (1.1) that is smooth on either side of a smooth surface Γ(t) := {x 2 = ϕ(t, x 1 )} is said to be a vortex sheet (even called a contact discontinuity) provided that it is a classical solution to (1.1) on each side of Γ(t) and the following Rankine-Hugoniot conditions hold at each point of Γ(t):
Here ν := (−∂ x1 ϕ, 1) T is a spatial normal vector to Γ(t). As usual, u ± , p ± , and s ± denote the restrictions of u, p, and s to both sides {±(x 2 − ϕ(t, x 1 )) > 0} of Γ(t), respectively. Recall that conditions (1.3) are derived from the conservative form of the compressible Euler equations. These conditions yield that the normal velocity and pressure are continuous across Γ(t). Hence the only possible jumps displayed by a vortex sheet concern the tangential velocity and entropy. Remark also that the first two identities in (1. 3) are the eikonal equations:
where λ 2 (p, u, s, ξ) := u · (ξ, −1) T denotes the second characteristic field of system (1.1). We are interested in the structural stability of vortex sheets to nonisentropic compressible Euler equations (1.1) with the initial data being a perturbation of piecewise constant vortex sheets:
(p, u, s) = (p r ,v r ,ū r ,s r ) if x 2 > σt + nx 1 , (p l ,v l ,ū l ,s l ) if x 2 < σt + nx 1 .
(1.4)
Here,p r,l ,v r,l ,ū r,l ,s r,l , σ, and n are constants and satisfy σ +v r n −ū r = 0, σ +v l n −ū l = 0,p r =p l =:p > 0.
Upon changing observer if necessary, we may assume without loss of generalitȳ u r =ū l = σ = n = 0,v r = −v l =v > 0.
In such nonlinear stability problem, interface Γ(t) (namely, function ϕ) is a part of unknowns. The usual approach consists of straightening unknown interface Γ(t) by means of a suitable change of coordinates in R 3 , in order to reformulate the free boundary problem in a fixed domain. Precisely, unknowns (p, u, s) are replaced by functions (p ± ♯ , u ± ♯ , s ± ♯ )(t, x 1 , x 2 ) := (p ± , u ± , s ± )(t, x 1 , Φ ± (t, x 1 , x 2 )), where Φ ± are smooth functions satisfying Φ ± (t, x 1 , 0) = ϕ(t, x 1 ) and ± ∂ x2 Φ(t, x 1 , x 2 ) ≥ κ > 0 if x 2 ≥ 0.
(1.5)
Hereafter we drop the "♯" index and set U := (p, v, u, s) T for convenience. Then the construction of vortex sheets for system (1.1) amounts to proving the existence of smooth solutions (U ± , Φ ± ) to the following initial-boundary value problem:
where B denotes the boundary operator
Owing to transformation (1.5), differential operator L(U, Φ) takes the form
where I 4 is the 4 × 4 identity matrix, Observe that equations (1.5)-(1.6) are not enough to determine functions Φ ± . Majda's pioneering work in [14, 15] specifies Φ ± (t, x 1 , x 2 ) = ±x 2 +ϕ(t, x 1 ), which turns out to be appropriate in the study of shock waves. However, this particular choice does not work well for vortex sheets where boundary {x 2 = 0} becomes characteristic. As in Francheteau-Métivier [10] , we require functions Φ ± to satisfy the following eikonal equations:
This choice of Φ ± has the advantage to simplify much the expression of equations (1.6a)-(1.6b). More importantly, the rank of the boundary matrix for problem (1.6) keeps constant on the whole domain {x 2 ≥ 0}, which allows the application of the Kreiss symmetrizer technique to problem (1.6) in the spirit of Majda-Osher [16] .
It is worthwhile noticing that in interior equations (1.6a)-(1.6b), the "+" and "−" states are decoupled, whereas in boundary conditions (1.6c) the coupling of the two states occurs, cf. (1.7).
In the new variables, piecewise constant state (1.4) corresponds to the following trivial solution of (1.5)-(1.6c) and (1.9)
withp > 0 andv > 0. Let us denote byc ± = c(p,s ± ) the sound speeds corresponding to the constant states U ± , where for the polytropic gas (1.2),
We aim to show the short-time existence of solutions to nonlinear problem (1.5)-(1.6) and (1.9) provided the initial data is sufficiently close to (1.10). Our main result is stated as follows. 
Assume further that the initial data U ± 0 and ϕ 0 satisfy the compatibility conditions up to order µ in the sense of Definition 4.1, and that (
Compressible vortex sheets, along with shocks and rarefaction waves, are fundamental waves that play an important role in the study of general entropy solutions to multidimensional hyperbolic systems of conservation laws. The stability of one uniformly stable shock and multidimensional rarefaction waves has been obtained in [14, 15] and Alinhac [1] .
It was observed long time ago in Miles [18] (cf. Coulombel-Morando [6] for using only algebraic tools) that for two-dimensional nonisentropic Euler equations (1.1), piecewise constant vortex sheets (1.10) are violently unstable unless the following stability criterion is satisfied:
while vortex sheets (1.10) are linearly stable under condition (1.12). In the seminal work of Coulombel-Secchi [8] , building on their linear stability results in [7] and a modified Nash-Moser iteration, the short-time existence and nonlinear stability of compressible vortex sheets are established for the two-dimensional isentropic case under condition (1.12) (as a strict inequality). These results have been generalized very recently by Chen-Secchi-Wang [4] to cover the relativistic case. As for three-dimensional gas dynamics, vortex sheets are showed in Fejer-Miles [9] to be always violently unstable, which is analogous to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability for incompressible fluids. In contrast, Chen-Wang [3] and Trakhinin [26] proved independently the nonlinear stability of compressible current-vortex sheets for three-dimensional compressible magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). This result indicates that non-paralleled magnetic fields stabilize the motion of three-dimensional compressible vortex sheets.
Extending the results in [7] , the first two authors in [20] show the L 2 -estimates for the linearized problems of (1.5)-(1.6) and (1.9) around background state (1.10) under condition (1.12) (as a strict inequality), and that around a small perturbation of (1.10) under (1.11) . The main goal of the present paper is to prove the structurally nonlinear stability of two-dimensional nonisentropic vortex sheets by adopting the Nash-Moser iteration scheme developed in [8, 11] ,which has been successfully applied to the plasma-vacuum interface problem [25] , three-dimensional compressible steady flows [27] , and MHD contact discontinuities [22] . To work in the usual Sobolev spaces, we compensate the missing normal derivatives through the equations for the linearized vorticity and entropy when deriving the higher-order energy estimates.
It is worth noting that in the statement of Theorem 1.1, the inequality
is required in addition to stability condition (1.12) (with strict inequality). This is due to the fact that the linearized problem about piece-wise constant basic state ( [8] . The plan of this paper is as follows. In § 2, we introduce the effective linear problem and its reformulation. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of a well-posedness result of the effective linear problem in the usual Sobolev space H s with s large enough. In particular, the weighted Sobolev spaces and norms are introduced in § 3.1 for the sake of completeness. In § 4, by imposing necessary compatibility conditions on the initial data, we introduce the smooth "approximate solution", which reduces problem (1.5)-(1.6) and (1.9) into a nonlinear one with zero initial data. In § 5, we use a modification of the Nash-Moser iteration scheme to derive the existence of solutions to the reduced problem and conclude the proof of our main result, namely Theorem 1.1.
The Effective Linear Problem and Reformulation
In this section, we employ the so-called "good unknowns" of Alinhac [1] to obtain the effective linear problem and transform it into an equivalent problem with a constant and diagonal boundary matrix.
2.1. The effective linear problem. We are going to linearize the nonlinear problem (1.5)-(1.6) and (1.9) around a basic state (U r,l , Φ r,l ) := (p r,l , v r,l , u r,l , s r,l , Φ r,l ) T given by a perturbation of the stationary solution (1.10). The index r (resp. l) denotes the state on the right (resp. on the left) of the interface (after change of variables). More precisely, the perturbation
where T , R, and K are positive constants and Ω denotes the half-space
Moreover, we assume that (U r,l ,Φ r,l ) satisfies constraints (1.5), (1.9), and Rankine-Hugoniot conditions (1.6c), that is,
for a suitable positive constant κ 0 . The linearized problem of (1.5)-(1.6) and (1.9) around the basic state (U r,l , Φ r,l ) is given by
with given source terms f ± = f ± (t, x) and boundary data g = g(t, x 1 ), where ψ denotes the common trace of Ψ ± on the boundary {x 2 = 0}. In order to get rid of the first order terms in Ψ ± involved in the expression of linear operators L ′ (U r,l , Φ r,l )(V ± , Ψ ± ), we utilize the "good unknowns" of Alinhac [1] : 
where differential operators L(U r,l , Φ r,l ) are defined in (1.8), while
for all X ∈ R 4 . Notice that matrices C(U r,l , Φ r,l ) are C ∞ -functions of (U r,l , ∇U r,l , ∇Φ r,l ) that vanish at the origin. Let us denoteV :
In terms of new unknowns (2.5), a direct computation yields
We note that b ♯ is a C ∞ -function of (∂ x2Ur,l | x2=0 , ∂ x1 ϕ, ∂ x2Φr,l | x2=0 ) vanishing at the origin. In view of the nonlinear results obtained in [1, 8, 10] , we neglect the last term in (2.6), which is the zero-th order term in Ψ ± , and consider the following effective linear problem: 
, and the coefficients of the operators L(U r,l , Φ r,l ) are in W 2,∞ (Ω). We will consider the dropped terms in (2.11a)-(2.11b) as error terms at each Nash-Moser iteration step in the subsequent nonlinear analysis.
We observe that linearized boundary conditions (2.11c) depend on the traces ofV ± only through the vector P(ϕ)V :
In view of (2.4a), the coefficients for the normal derivative ∂ x2 in operators L ′ e (U r,l , Φ r,l ) take the form:
with ρ r,l = ρ(p r,l , s r,l ). Hence the boundary {x 2 = 0} is characteristic for problem (2.11) and we expect to control only the traces of the noncharacteristic components of unknownV ± , namely the vector P(ϕ)V ± .
Reformulation.
It is more convenient to rewrite the effective linear problem (2.11) into an equivalent problem with a constant and diagonal boundary matrix. This can be achieved because the boundary matrix for (2.11) has constant rank on the whole closed half-space {x 2 ≥ 0}. Let us consider the coefficient matrices of ∂ x2V ± in (2.11a)-(2.11b) (cf. (2.13)). It is easily verified that the eigenvalues are
where the notation ∂ x1 Φ = 1 + (∂ x1 Φ) 2 has been used and we drop the subscripts r, l from the basic state (U r,l , Φ r,l ) for simplicity. Define
and
In view of this identity, we perform the transformation: 15) and set for brevity
The coefficient matrices A r,l j ∈ W 2,∞ (Ω) (j = 0, 1) and C r,l ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω). Moreover, A r,l j are C ∞ -functions of their arguments (U r,l , ∇Φ r,l ), and C r,l are C ∞ -functions of their arguments (U r,l , ∇U r,l , ∇Φ r,l , ∇ 2 Φ r,l ). In terms of the vector W := (W + , W − ) T as defined by (2.15), the boundary conditions (2.11c)-(2.11d) become equivalent to
where b, b ♯ are given by (2.9), and 
where p := p r,l | x2=0 and c r,l = c(p r,l , s r,l ). In the following we shall feel free to rewrite the product M W | x2=0 as M W nc | x2=0 with a slight abuse of notation.
Well-posedness of the Effective Linear Problem
In this section, we are going to establish a well-posedness result for the effective linear problem (2.11) in the usual Sobolev space H s with s large enough. The essential point is to deduce certain a priori tame estimates in H s . For a general hyperbolic problem with a characteristic boundary, there is a loss of control near the boundary of normal derivatives in a priori energy estimates, and hence Sobolev spaces with conormal regularity are required (see Secchi [24] and the references therein). However, for problem (2.11), we can manage to compensate the loss of normal derivatives and obtain a priori estimates in the usual Sobolev spaces. This is achieved by employing the idea in [8] and estimating the missing derivatives through the equations of the linearized vorticity and entropy. For all notation used below, we address the reader to Section 3.1.
The main result in this section is stated as follows:
Assume that the stationary solution (1.10) satisfies (1.11), and that perturbations (U r,l ,Φ r,l ) belong to H s+3 γ (Ω T ) for all γ ≥ 1 and satisfy (2.2)-(2.4), and
Then there exists a positive constant K 0 , which is independent of s and T , and there exist two constants C > 0 and γ ≥ 1, which depend solely on K 0 , such that, if K ≤ K 0 , then problem (2.11) admits a unique
that vanishes in the past and obeys the following tame estimate:
We consider the particular case where the source terms f ± and g vanish in the past, which corresponds to the nonlinear problem (1.5)-(1.6) and (1.9) with zero initial data. The general case is postponed to the nonlinear analysis which involves the construction of a so-called approximate solution.
Remark 3.1. Let us notice that in inequality (3.2) the involved norms are the natural ones in the exponentially weighted Sobolev spaces H s γ (Ω T ) and H s γ (ω T ) for a suitable fixed γ (see Section 3.1), even though the functions considered in the statement of Theorem 3.1 are taken in the usual Sobolev spaces H s (Ω T ), H s (ω T ). However the functions involved in the statement above vanish for negative time. This guarantees that they also belong to the weighted Sobolev spaces.
3.1. Weighted Sobolev spaces and norms. To be definite, we introduce certain notations on weighted Sobolev spaces and norms. For every real number s, H s (R 2 ) denotes the usual Sobolev space of order s, which is endowed with the γ−weighted norm
where γ ≥ 1 and u is the Fourier transform of any distribution u in R 2 . We will abbreviate the usual norm of L 2 (R 2 ) as · := · 0,γ . Throughout the paper, we introduce the notation: A B (B A) if A ≤ CB holds uniformly for some positive constant C that is independent of γ. The notation, A ∼ B, means that both A B and B A are satisfied. Then, for k ∈ N, one has
Let us recall that Ω denotes the half-space
The boundaries ∂Ω and ∂R 2 + will be respectively identified to R 2 and R. We set
For any real number T , we denote
In view of relation (3.4), the norm on H k γ (Ω T ) is defined as
The norm on H k γ (ω T ) is defined in the same way. For all k ∈ N and γ ≥ 1, we define the space L 2 (R + ; H k γ (ω T )), briefly denoted by L 2 (H k γ (ω T )), as the space of distributions with finite
for brevity. Since the most of functions we are dealing with have double ± states, throughout the paper we will make use of the following general shortcut notation: for any function space X and every
3.2. Well-posedness in L 2 . In this subsection, we apply the well-posedness result in L 2 of Coulombel [5] to the effective linear problem (2.11). We recall that system (2.11a)-(2.11b) is symmetrizable hyperbolic with Friedrichs symmetrizer ∫ r,l := diag (1/ρ r,l , γp r,l , γp r,l , γp r,l ), and observe that the coefficients of the linearized operators satisfy the regularity assumptions of [5] . The first two authors prove in [20, Theorem 4.1] that problem (2.11) satisfies a basic L 2 -a priori estimate with a loss of one tangential derivative as follows. 20] ). Assume that the stationary solution (1.10) satisfies (1.11), and that the basic state (U r,l , Φ r,l ) satisfies (2.2)-(2.4). Then there exist constants K 0 > 0 and γ 0 ≥ 1 such that, if K ≤ K 0 and γ ≥ γ 0 , then, for all
, the following estimate holds:
In view of the result in [5] , we only need to find for (2.11) a dual problem that obeys an appropriate energy estimate. To this end, we introduce the following matrices: 9) and
By virtue of (2.13), we compute that these matrices satisfy the following relation:
where matrix M = M (t, x 1 ) was defined in (2.10). Moreover, we infer from (2.3) that all matrices M 1 , N , N 1 , and M belong to W 2,∞ (R 2 ). Then we define the dual problem for (2.11), posed on Ω, as follows:
where b, b ♯ , M 1 , and N 1 are defined in (2.9) and (3.9), dual operators L ′ e (U r,l , Φ r,l ) * are the formal adjoints of L ′ e (U r,l , Φ r,l ), and div denotes the divergence operator in R 2 with respect to (t, x 1 ). We refer to [17, § 3.2] for the derivation of the dual problem by using identity (3.10) and integration by parts.
Since the rank of N 1 is one, the dual problem (3.11) has exactly two independent scalar boundary conditions, which is compatible with the number of the incoming characteristics, i.e., negative eigenvalues of the boundary matrix for (3.11).
Assuming (2.2)-(2.3) hold for a sufficiently small K, we can repeat the same analysis as in [20] to show that the dual problem (3.11) satisfies the backward Lopatinskiȋ condition and that the roots of the associated Lopatinskiȋ determinant are simple and coincide with those for the original problem (2.11). Then we can find the desired a priori estimate with the loss of one tangential derivative for problem (3.11) . The effective linear problem (2.11) thus satisfies all the assumptions (i.e., symmetrizability, regularity, and weak stability) listed in [5] . We therefore obtain the following well-posedness result. Theorem 3.3. Let T > 0. Assume that all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 hold. Then there exist positive constants K 0 > 0 and γ 0 ≥ 1, independent of T , such that, if K ≤ K 0 , then, for source terms f ± ∈ L 2 (H 1 (ω T )) and g ∈ H 1 (ω T ) that vanish for t < 0, the problem:
has a unique solution (V ± , ψ) ∈ L 2 (Ω T )×H 1 (ω T ) that vanishes for t < 0 and satisfies P(ϕ)V ± | x2=0 ∈ L 2 (ω T ). Moreover, the following estimate holds for all γ ≥ γ 0 and for all t ∈ [0, T ]:
Theorem 3.3 shows the well-posedness of linearized problem (2.11) in L 2 when source terms (f ± , g) belong to L 2 (H 1 ) × H 1 . We now turn to the derivation of energy estimates for the higher-order derivatives of solutions.
3.3.
A priori tame estimate. In order to obtain the estimates for higher-order derivatives of solutions to (2.11), it is convenient to deal with the reformulated problem (2.16) and (2.17) for new unknowns W . Until the end of this section, we always assume that γ ≥ γ 0 and K ≤ K 0 , where γ 0 and K 0 are given by Theorem 3.3. Then estimate (3.12) can be rewritten as
We first derive the estimate for tangential derivatives. Let k ∈ [1, s] be a fixed integer. Applying the tangential derivative ∂ α tan = ∂ α0 t ∂ α1 x1 with |α| = k to system (2.16) yields the equations for ∂ α tan W ± that involve the linear terms of the derivatives, i.e., ∂ α−β tan ∂ t W ± and ∂ α−β tan ∂ x1 W ± , with |β| = 1. These terms cannot be treated simply as source terms, owing to the loss of derivatives in energy estimate (3.13) . To overcome this difficulty, we adopt the idea of [8] , which is to deal with a boundary value problem for all the tangential derivatives of order equal to k, i.e., for
Such a problem satisfies the same regularity and stability properties as the original problem (2.16) and (2.17) . Repeating the derivation in [20, § 4] , we get that W (k) satisfies an energy estimate similar to (3.13) with new source terms F (k) and G (k) . Then we can employ the Gagliardo-Nirenberg and Moser-type inequalities (cf. [8, Theorems 8-10]) to derive the following estimate for tangential derivatives (see [8, Proposition 1] for the detailed proof). the following estimate holds:
Since the boundary matrix for our problem (2.16) and (2.17) is singular, there is no hope to estimate all the normal derivatives of W directly from equations (2.16) by applying the standard approach for noncharacteristic boundary problems as in [21, 23] . However, for our problem (2.11), we can obtain the estimate of missing normal derivatives through the equations of the "linearized vorticity" and entropy, where the linearized vorticity has been introduced in [8] and defined as:
whereu ± andv ± are the second and third components of good unknownsV ± (cf. (2.5)), respectively. Plugging (3.14) into (2.11a)-(2.11b), we can compute
where F ± 1 and F ± 2 are given by
and vectors Λ r,l 1,2 are C ∞ -functions of (U r,l , ∇U r,l , ∇Φ r,l , ∇ 2Φ r,l ) vanishing at the origin. Applying a standard energy method to the transport equations (3.15), we can utilize the Gagliardo-Nirenberg and Moser-type inequalities to derive the following estimate ofξ ± : .
We turn to the estimate for normal derivatives ∂ x2 (W ± 1 , W ± 2 , W ± 3 ) by expressing them in terms of tangential derivatives ∂ t W ± , ∂ x1 W ± , and vorticityξ ± . Since I 2 = diag (0, 1, 1, 0), the normal derivatives for the noncharacteristic components W nc ± = (W ± 2 , W ± 3 ) T are recovered directly from (2.16) as:
The "missing" normal derivatives ∂ x2 W ± 1 can be expressed byξ ± and equations (2.16). From transformation (2.15) and definition (2.14), we have
In view of definition (3.14) , we obtain
Gathering (3.16) and (3.17) yields
with new matrices A r,l 0,1 and C r,l , where A r,l 0,1 are C ∞ -functions of (U r,l , ∇Φ r,l ) and C r,l are C ∞ -functions of (U r,l , ∇U r,l , ∇Φ r,l , ∇ 2Φ r,l ) that vanish at the origin.
From (3.18) , by an induction argument similar to Coulombel-Secchi [8, Proposition 3], we can get an estimate of the L 2 γ (Ω T )-norm of all normal derivatives up to order s of (W ± 1 , W ± 2 , W ± 3 ). More precisely, we have the following lemma. 
It remains to obtain an estimate for the normal derivatives of the last components W ± 4 of W ± . To this end, it is sufficient to notice from (2.14) that W ± 4 =ṡ ± (namely the last components of W ± coincides with those of original unknownsV ± ). According to the equations forṡ ± in (2.11a)-(2.11b), we have
which is a transport equation. Arguing on it by the standard energy method leads to the following lemma. 
In light of definition (3.5), we see that, for all s ∈ N and θ ∈ H s γ (Ω T ),
Thanks to these identities, we combine Lemmas 3.1-3.4 and use the Moser-type inequalities to deduce the following a priori estimates on the H s γ -norm of solutionV ± to the linearized problem (2.11). Proposition 3.5. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then there exists a constant K 0 > 0 (independent of s and T ) and constants C s > 0 and γ s ≥ 1 (depending on s, but independent of T ) such that, if K ≤ K 0 , then, for all γ ≥ γ s and solutions (V ± , ψ) ∈ H s+2 γ (Ω T )× H s+2 γ (ω T ) of problem (2.11), the following estimate holds: 
Note that T and γ have been fixed. By virtue of classical Sobolev inequalities θ L ∞ (ΩT ) θ H 2 (ΩT ) and θ L ∞ (ωT ) θ H 2 (ωT ) , we also get
(3.21)
We utilize (3.20) together with (3.21) and take K > 0 sufficiently small to obtain
Plugging these estimates into (3.19) yields (3.2), which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Approximate solution
This section is devoted to the construction of the so-called approximate solution, which enables us to reduce the original problem (1.5)-(1.6) and (1.9) into a nonlinear one with zero initial data. The reformulated problem is expected to be solved in the space of functions vanishing in the past, where we have already established a well-posedness result for the linearized problem, cf. Theorem 3.1. The necessary compatibility conditions have to be prescribed on the initial data (U ± 0 , ϕ 0 ) for the existence of smooth approximate solutions (U a ± , Φ a ± ), which are solutions of problem (1.5)-(1.6) and (1.9) in the sense of Taylor's series at time t = 0. Let s ≥ 3 be an integer. Assume thatU ± 0 := U ± 0 − U ± ∈ H s+1/2 (R 2 + ) and ϕ 0 ∈ H s+1 (R). We also assume without loss of generality that (U ± 0 , ϕ 0 ) has the compact support:
and For problem (1.5) and (1.9), we prescribe the initial data:
where Φ ± are defined in (1.10). The estimate (4.3) and the Sobolev embedding theorem yield
provided ϕ 0 is sufficiently small in H s+1 (R). Let us denote the perturbation by (U ± ,Φ ± ) := (U ± − U ± , Φ ± − Φ ± ), and the traces of the k-th order time derivatives on {t = 0} bẏ
To introduce the compatibility conditions, we need to determine tracesU ± k andΦ ± k in terms of the initial dataU ± 0 andΦ ± 0 through equations (1.6a)-(1.6b) and (1.9) . For this purpose, we set W ± := (U ± , ∇ xU ± , ∇ xΦ ± ) ∈ R 14 , and rewrite (1.6a)-(1.6b), (1.9) (for (U ± , Φ ± ) = (U ± +U ± , Φ ± +Φ ± )) as
where F 1 and F 2 are suitable C ∞ -functions that vanish at the origin. Applying operator ∂ k t to (4.6) and taking the traces at time t = 0, one can employ the generalized Faà di Bruno's formula (cf. [19, Theorem 2.1]) to derivė 
where constant C > 0 depends only on s and (U ± 0 ,Φ ± 0 ) W 1,∞ (R 2 + ) . To construct a smooth approximate solution, one has to impose certain assumptions on traceṡ U ± k andΦ ± k . We are now ready to introduce the notion of the compatibility condition.
. The initial data U ± 0 and ϕ 0 are said to be compatible up to order s if there exist
determined by (4.7)-(4.8) satisfy:
9b)
It follows from Lemma 4.1 thatṗ ± 0 , . . . ,ṗ ± s−2 ,Φ ± 0 , . . . ,Φ ± s−1 ∈ H 5/2 (R 2 + ) ⊂ W 1,∞ (R 2 + ). Then we can take the j-th order derivatives of the traces in (4.9). Relations (4.9) and (4.10) enable us to utilize the lifting result in [13, Theorem 2.3] to construct the approximate solution in the following lemma. We refer to [8, Lemma 3] for the proof. Lemma 4.2. Let s ≥ 3 be an integer. Assume thatU ± 0 := U ± 0 − U ± 0 ∈ H s+1/2 (R 2 + ) and ϕ 0 ∈ H s+1 (R) satisfy (4.1), and that the initial data U ± 0 and ϕ 0 are compatible up to order s. IfU ± 0 and ϕ 0 are sufficiently small, then there exist functions U a± , Φ a± , and ϕ a such thaṫ
in Ω, (4.11a) 
where we denote by ε 0 (·) a function that tends to 0 when its argument tends to 0.
Vectors (U a ± , Φ a ± ) in Lemma 4.2 are called the approximate solution to problem (1.5)-(1.6) and (1.9). It follows from relations (4.11c) and (4.13) that ϕ a is supported within {−T ≤ t ≤ T, x 2 1 ≤ 3}. Since s ≥ 3, it follows from (4.14) and the Sobolev embedding theorem that
. Let us reformulate the original problem into that with zero initial data by utilizing the approximate solution (U a ± , Φ a ± ). For this purpose, we introduce
Since (U a± , ∇Φ a± ) ∈ H s+1 (Ω), taking into account (4.11b) and (4.13), we obtain that f a ± ∈ H s (Ω) and
Using the Moser-type inequalities and the fact that f a ± vanish in the past, we obtain from (4.14) the estimate:
(4.16)
Let (U a ± , Φ a ± ) be the approximate solution defined in Lemma 4.2. By virtue of (4.11) and (4.15), we see that (U ± , Φ ± ) = (U a ± , Φ a ± ) + (V ± , Ψ ± ) is a solution of the original problem (1.5)-(1.6) and (1.9) on [0, T ] × R 2 + , if (V ± , Ψ ± ) solve the following problem:
(4.17)
The initial data (1.6d) and (4.4) have been absorbed into the interior equations. From (4.11a) and (4.11d), we observe that (V ± , Ψ ± ) = 0 satisfies (4.17) for t < 0. Therefore, the original nonlinear problem on [0, T ] × R 2 + is now reformulated as a problem on Ω T whose solutions vanish in the past.
Nash-Moser Iteration
In this section, we are going to solve the nonlinear problem, stated in the equivalent form (4.17), by a suitable iteration scheme of Nash-Moser type (cf. Hörmander [11] and the references therein).
In order to keep the notation manageable, from now on, it is undestood that functions defined in the interior domain have + and − states. For instance, unless otherwise explicitly written, we write simply (U, Φ), (V, Ψ), by meaning (U ± , Φ ± ), (V ± , Ψ ± ). According to this shortcut notation, we shall write L(U, Ψ) for the pair L(U ± , Ψ ± ).
Iterative scheme.
Before describing the iterative scheme for problem (4.17), we recall the following result for smoothing operators S θ from [8, Proposition 4].
Proposition 5.1. Let T > 0 and γ ≥ 1, and let m ≥ 4 be an integer. Then there exists a family {S θ } θ≥1 of smoothing operators:
1c)
where α, β ∈ N, (β − α) + := max{0, β − α}, and C > 0 is a constant depending only on m. In particular, if u = v on ω T , then S θ u = S θ v on ω T . Furthermore, there exists another family of smoothing operators (still denoted by S θ ) acting on the functions defined on the boundary ω T and satisfying the properties in (5.1) with norms · H α γ (ωT ) .
The proof of (5.2) is based on the following lifting operator, which will be also useful in the sequel of our analysis (see [10, Chapter 5] and [8] for the proof). We are going to follow [8] and describe the iteration scheme for problem (4.17) .
Assumption (A-1): (V 0 , Ψ 0 , ψ 0 ) = 0 and, for k = 0, . . . , n, (V k , Ψ k , ψ k ) are already given and verify
Let us consider
where these differences δV n , δΨ n , and δψ n will be specified below. First we find (δV n , δψ n ) by solving the effective linear problem:
(δV n , δψ n ) = 0 for t < 0, (5.5) where operators L ′ e , B ′ e are defined in (2.11a)-(2.11b), (2.11c), respectively,
is the "good unknown" (cf. (2.5)), and (V n+1/2 , Ψ n+1/2 ) is a smooth modified state such that (U a + V n+1/2 , Φ a + Ψ n+1/2 ) satisfies constraints (2.2)-(2.4). The source term (f n , g n ) will be defined through the accumulated errors at Step n later on.
where S θn are the smoothing operators defined in Proposition 5.1 with sequence {θ n } given by 
It then follows from (4.11) that (U a + V n+1/2 , Φ a + Ψ n+1/2 ) satisfies (2.4a) and (2.4c)-(2.4d). The additional constraint (2.4b) will be obtained by taking the initial data small enough. The errors at Step n are defined from the following decompositions:
, Φ a + Ψ n+1/2 )(δV n , δΨ n ) + e ′ n + e ′′ n + e ′′′ n = L ′ e (U a + V n+1/2 , Φ a + Ψ n+1/2 )δV n + e ′ n + e ′′ n + e ′′′ n + D n+1/2 δΨ n (5.10)
where we have set 12) and have used (2.5) to obtain the last identity in (5.10). Let us set e n := e ′ n + e ′′ n + e ′′′ n + D n+1/2 δΨ n ,ẽ n :=ẽ ′ n +ẽ ′′ n +ẽ ′′′ n .
(5.13)
Assumption (A-2): f 0 := S θ0 f a , (e 0 ,ẽ 0 , g 0 ) := 0, and (f k , g k , e k ,ẽ k ) are already given and vanish in the past for k = 0, . . . , n − 1.
We compute the accumulated errors at Step n, n ≥ 1, by
Then we compute f n and g n for n ≥ 1 from the equations:
Under assumptions (A-1)-(A-2), (V n+1/2 , Ψ n+1/2 ) and (f n , g n ) have been specified from (5.7) and (5.15 ). Then we can obtain (δV n , δψ n ) as the solution of the linear problem (5.5) by applying Theorem 3.1.
Now we need to construct δΨ n = (δΨ + n , δΨ − n ) T satisfying δΨ ± n | x2=0 = δψ n . From the explicit expression of the boundary conditions in (5.5) (cf. (2.9)-(2.10) and (5.6)), we observe that δψ n solves
These identities suggest us to define δΨ ± n as solutions to the following equations:
where h ± n are suitable source terms on Ω T , vanishing in the past and with zero traces on the boundary ω T , whose explicit form will be specified below.
In order to compute the values of h ± n , let us make for the operator E, defined in (4.17), a decomposition similar to (5.10). Namely we have 
Making the change of good unknown (5.6) implies that E ′ (V ± n+1/2 , Ψ ± n+1/2 )(δV ± n , δΨ ± n ) are equal to the left-hand sides of (5.16) and (5.17), respectively. Then it follows from (5.16)-(5.18) that
Summing these relations and using E(V 0 , Ψ 0 ) = 0, we get
On the other hand, we obtain from (5.5) and (5.11) that
In view of (4.17) and (1.7), one obtains the relations:
Summing (5.20) and using B(V 0 | x2=0 , ψ 0 ) = 0, we have
Similarly, we can also obtain
Assumption (A-3): (h + 0 , h − 0 ,ê 0 ) = 0, and (h + k , h − k ,ê k ) are already given and vanish in the past for k = 0, . . . , n − 1.
Under assumptions (A-1)-(A-3), taking into account (5.22)-(5.23) and the property of R T , we compute the source terms h ± n from
By virtue of assumption (A-3) and the properties of S θ , it is clear that h ± n vanish in the past. As in [10] , one can also check that the trace of h ± n on ω T vanishes. Hence, we can find δΨ ± n , vanishing in the past and satisfying δΨ ± n | x2=0 = δψ n , as the unique smooth solutions to the transport equations (5.16)-(5.17).
Once δΨ n is specified, we can obtain δV n from (5.6) and (V n+1 , Ψ n+1 , ψ n+1 ) from (5.4) . Then the errors: e ′ n , e ′′ n , e ′′′ n ,ẽ ′ n ,ẽ ′′ n ,ẽ ′′′ n ,ê ′ n ,ê ′′ n , andê ′′′ n are computed from (5.10)-(5.11) and (5.18), while e n ,ẽ n , andê n are obtained from (5.13) and (5.19) .
Using (5.5) and (5.15), we sum (5.10)-(5.20) from n = 0 to m, respectively, to obtain 
(5.27)
Since S θm → I as m → ∞, we can formally obtain the solution to problem (4.17) from (5.28)
In particular, sequence (∆ k ) is decreasing and tends to 0. Our goal is to show that, for a suitable choice of parameters θ 0 ≥ 1 and ε > 0, and for f a small enough, (H n−1 ) implies (H n ) and that (H 0 ) holds. Once this goal is achieved, we infer that (H n ) holds for all n ∈ N, which enables us to conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1.
From now on, we assume that (H n−1 ) holds. As in [8] , assumption (H n−1 ) implies the following lemma. 
Furthermore, for each k = 0, . . . , n, and each integer s ∈ [3,α + 4], one has 
which can be rewritten as
(1 − τ )L ′′ (U a + V k + τ δV k , Φ a + Ψ k + τ δΨ k ) (δV k , δΨ k ), (δV k , δΨ k ) dτ, (5.32) where operator L ′′ is defined by
, with operator L ′ given in (2.6) . We can also obtain a similar expression forẽ ′ k (resp.ê ′ k ) defined by (5.11) (resp. (5.18)) in terms of the second derivative operator B ′′ (resp. E ′′ ).
To control the quadratic errors, we need the following estimates for operators L ′′ , B ′′ , and E ′′ (cf. (5.32) ). This can be achieved from the explicit forms of L ′′ , B ′′ , and E ′′ by applying the Moser-type and Sobolev embedding inequalities. We refer to [8, Proposition 5] for the detailed proof which is omitted here for brevity.
Proposition 5.4. Let T > 0 and s ∈ N with s ≥ 3. Assume that (Ũ,Φ) ∈ H s+1 γ (Ω T ) and (Ũ,Φ) H 3 γ (ΩT ) ≤ K for all γ ≥ 1. Then there exist two positive constants K 0 and C, which are independent of T and γ, such that, if K ≤ K 0 , γ ≥ 1, and (V 1 , Ψ 1 ), (V 2 , Ψ 2 ) ∈ H s+1 γ (Ω T ), then Now we estimate the first substitution errors e ′′ k ,ẽ ′′ k , andê ′′ k given in (5.10)-(5.11), and (5.18) by rewriting them in terms of L ′′ , B ′′ , and E ′′ . For instance,ẽ ′′ k can be rewritten as E ′′ V k+1/2 + τ (S θ k V k − V k+1/2 ), Ψ k+1/2 (δV k , δΨ k ), (S θ k V k − V k+1/2 , 0) dτ. (5.34)
Here we have used relation Ψ k+1/2 = S θ k Ψ k (cf. (5.7) ). Then one can prove the following result similar to [8, Lemma 10] . We now estimate the last error term (5.12):
where R k := ∂ 2 L(U a + V k+1/2 , Φ a + Ψ k+1/2 ). This error term results from the introduction of the good unknown in decomposition (5.10). Note from (5.7), (5.28), and (5.31) that
provided that ε is small enough. Then we have the following estimate. From Lemmas 5.5-5.8, we can immediately obtain the following estimate for e k ,ẽ k , andê k defined in (5.13) and (5.19) . where L(s) is defined in Lemma 5.8.
Lemma 5.9 yields the estimate of the accumulated errors E k , E k , andÊ k that are defined in (5.14) and (5.19) . 
